Revised International Human Rights Program
Effective July 1, 2019

I. INTERNATIONAL STUDIES CORE: Take a minimum of 2 courses

INTS 4301 Introduction to Political Theory (strongly recommended for INTS 4940)
INTS 4822 Contemporary Political Theory
INTS 4900 International Relations
INTS 4324 International Political Economy
INTS 4501 Comparative Politics in the 21st Century or INTS 4468 Politics of Development

II. HUMAN RIGHTS CORE: Take a minimum of 8 courses

A. Core Human Rights (Take a minimum of 2 courses)

i. INTS 4940 Introduction to Human Rights

ii. INTS 4936 International Law and Human Rights
or INTS 4935 International Humanitarian Law

B. Key Topics: (Take a minimum of 2 courses)

INTS 4711 Major Issues in Human Rights
INTS 4947 Human Rights and Security
INTS 4670 Gender, Security and Human Rights
INTS 4828 Migration
INTS 4649 Human Rights and the Middle East
INTS 4875 Human Rights and American Foreign Policy

C. Specialized Human Rights Courses (Take a minimum of 4 courses from at least 3 different specializations: Economic, Development and Health Rights, Security Rights and Humanitarian Assistance, Region or Countries, Human Rights Themes)

1. Economic, Development and Health Rights

INTS 4521 Cultures of Development
INTS 4364 Human Rights and Global Poverty
INTS 4367 Global Health Affairs.
INTS 4368 HIV/AIDS in International Affairs
INTS 4492 Health and Humanitarian Assistance

2. Security Rights and Humanitarian Assistance

INTS 4987 Human Rights and Human Trafficking
INTS 4011 Comparative Genocide and Human Rights
INTS 4630 Civilian Protection in Armed Conflict
INTS 4502 Comparative revolutions
INTS 4581 Introduction to Humanitarian Systems
INTS 4647 Critical Issues in International Humanitarian Assistance
3. Regions or Countries

Africa
INTS 4427 Political Economy of Sustainable Development in Africa

Asia
INTS 4664 Political Economies of Emerging Powers
INTS 4785 Modern China: Reform and Revolution

Europe and Central Europe
INTS 4646 European Integration
INTS 4760 Russian Foreign & Defense Policy

Latin American
INTS 4453 Political Economic Development in Latin America
INTS 4794 Inequality in Latin America and the Caribbean

Middle East
INTS 4649 Human Rights and the Middle East
INTS 4907 Introduction to Middle Eastern and Islamic Politics

United States
INTS 4875 Human Rights and American Foreign Policy
INTS 4700 U.S. Foreign Policy

4. Human Rights Themes

INTS 4478 Donald Trump, Democratic Decline and Authoritarian Populism
INTS 4526 Modern Islamic Politics
INTS 4526 Modern Islamic Political Thought
INTS 4599 Ethics and International Affairs
INTS 4710 Topics: Gandhi, Socrates, and Mass Non-Violent Resistance
INTS 4804 Realism and Democracy
INTS 4820 Democracy and War
INTS 4822 Contemporary Political Theory
INTS 4890 Revolutions and State Building
INTS 4372 Great Books in Political Economy

III. METHODS AND SKILLS COURSES: Take At least 2 courses or 8 credits

A. METHODS (Take a minimum of 1 course)

INTS 4522 Philosophy of Social Science
INTS 4010 Epistemology for International Studies
INTS 4644 Human Rights Research Methods or Research Method
INTS 4632 Qualitative Research Methods
B. Skills (Take a minimum of 2 courses)
   - INTS 4050 Stats I (Stat I and/or Stat II strongly recommended)
   - INTS 4051 Stats II
   - INTS 4052 Stats III
   - INTS 4057 Stats for International Affairs (instead of Stat I and Stat II)
   - INTS 4955-56 Human Trafficking Clinic I & II
   - INTS 4711 Campaigns and Foreign Policy
   - INTS 4497 International Campaign Management
   - INTS 4333 International Project Design and Monitoring
   - INTS 4342 Project Management
   - INTS 4579 International Futures (Moyer)
   - INTS 4996 Applied Field Methods

IV. ELECTIVES: (0-6 courses). Electives can be selected from the MA in International Human Rights Program or from outside the field.

   Language Proficiency (Required). Effective September 1, 2019, a foreign language proficiency is required. See MA Handbook (foreign language requirement).

   Internship (0-4 credits) – Optional. Highly recommended but this could be waived if students show previous professional experience in human rights.

   Independent Studies (2-4 credits) — Optional.
   For Research Papers, Thesis, etc.
   For Language acquisition and Culture.
   For Educational Summer Trip —Israel and the West Bank— (2-4 credit hours):
   https://www.du.edu/korbel/middleeast/partnerships-programs/student-trip.html